Image Gallery
S ome i mages from ou r re se arch proje cts

Scanning
tunneling
microscopy
image
(15,6nm×15,6nm): A halogen covered platinum surface
becomes unstable upon appropriate treatment: deposition
of a few additional atoms or molecules causes the
formation of waves with a period of 0.83 nm in the
topmost platinum layer. The image shows several of
these waves, which are shifted in phase relative to each
other.

This and the following scanning tunneling microscopy
images (2,3,3a) are part of a project, which is devoted to
the deposition of silver clusters with uniform size in a
periodic arrangement on a metal surface. Single clusters
are just about identifiable on the scale chosen for this
image. However, cluster adsorption along preferential
directions is readily discernible. The substrate (a
specially prepared tungsten crystal) exhibits a single
atom layer step in the depicted area shown. The
arrangement of clusters on the upper and lower terrace
follows
a
different
preferential
direction
(125,6nm×125.6nm).
A large-area scan of the same preparation
(281nm×281nm) shows a fairly regular arrangement
with preferential orientations changing from terrace to
terrace.

Clusters are well resolved in the close-up
(21,2nm×21.2nm). A rather uniform size distribution is
achieved – most clusters consist of exactly 7 silver atoms
(single atoms are not resolved; the number of atoms per
cluster was determined indirectly). However, some
clusters are connected or contain less than 7 atoms.

On a false color image the hexagonal shape of most
clusters is more clearly observable. Clusters are exactly a
single atom layer high and consist of six silver atoms
arranged around a central, seventh silver atom
(21.2nm×21.2nm; the largest height difference in the
image amounts to only 0.33nm).

The scanning tunneling microscopy image shows the
corrosive attack of bromine on a platinum surface. The
platinum surface (originally smooth on an atomic scale)
is partially restructured and roughened because of
bromine adsorption. Note the formation of one-atom
chains (the research project deals with the properties of
one-dimensional systems) (21nm×21nm).

Also this scanning tunneling microscopy image shows a
bromine covered platinum surface. It is prepared with the
aid of a special combination of bromine exposure and
temperature treatment in such a way that single atomchains are formed on the surface by self-assembly
(24nm×24nm).

Scanning tunneling microscopy image (7.1nm×7.1nm):
A highly-ordered pattern forms in the bromine layer after
adsorption of carbon monoxide on a bromine covered
platinum surface. The maxima in brightness correspond
to bromine atoms (carbon monoxide molecules are not
visible with the imaging conditions chosen here). The
appearance of two different types of brightness indicates
different binding of bromine atoms to the underlying
platinum surface. Using a combination of different
investigation methods the geometry of this arrangement
could be determined with an accuracy of a few
hundredths of the diameter of an atom.

The diffraction of electrons on a periodic arrangement of
atoms shown here not only generates an appealing
image, but also allows to precisely determine the
positions of atoms on surfaces from a detailed analysis of
spot intensities.

Scanning tunneling microscopy image (7.2nm×7.2nm)
of a platinum surface with adsorbed bromine molecules.
Single bromine atoms originating from the dissociation
of molecules are present, too.

Scanning tunneling microscopy image (55nm×55nm) of
so-called fractal islands, which develop on adsorption of
palladium atoms on a palladium surface. Choosing
appropriate conditions of deposition one can tailor these
islands within a wide variety of shapes.

Scanning tunneling microscopy image (2.6µm×2.6µm)
of a corrugated platinum surface. The period of the wave
structure amounts to approximately 140 nm, the height
of the crests to approximately 1nm. This wave structure
forms on an extremely clean surface by appropriate
annealing from an almost atomically flat surface. This is
an example for a spontaneous mesoscopic selfstructuring process.

Scanning tunneling microscopy image (12nm×12nm) of
nitrous oxide molecules adsorbed on a bromine covered
platinum surface. Nitrous oxide molecules appear as
black squares, the black stripes running straight across
the surface are trenches forming spontaneously in the
bromine layer on nitrous oxide deposition. These
trenches could serve as templates for adsorption of onedimensional metal-atom chains (nano-wires).

False-color map of a Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy
image (420nm×420nm): Initial stages of silver film
growth on a specially prepared tungsten surface. The
skewed lines running continuously from the bottom right
to the top left correspond to steps in the otherwise
atomically flat surface. Steps are exactly one atom layer
high. The colored areas are silver-islands, whereby
green, red and blue areas represent silver-islands one,
two and three atom layers thick, respectively. Whereas
the main fraction of islands begins to grow on step
edges, some islands form also on the terraces. However,
the latter do not grow beyond a single atom layer.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (330nm×330nm)
of silver on tungsten. The preparation of the tungsten
surface was carried out with the intention to generate
one-dimensional silver structures by means of selfassembly. This was only partially successful, since
fractal silver structures formed in the areas in between.
All silver structures are exactly one atomic layer high.

Same image in black and white.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (120nm×120nm)
of silver on tungsten. Chains of nanoscopic silver
clusters could be generated on two terraces in this
preparation. On the intervening tungsten terrace a
coherent silver film has formed. The delicate structuring
of this film is caused by the slightly different dimension
of silver and tungsten atoms. Therefore, the growing
silver film is subject to elastic strain causing the
appearance of a network of lines where the order is
disrupted.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (590nm×590nm)
of silver on tungsten. Parts of the tungsten surface (e.g.
the rectangle in the center of the image) were prepared in
such a way that silver clusters are deposited in chains. In
the surrounding areas the vapor-deposited silver atoms
coalesce to so-called fractal (branched) islands.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (180nm×180nm)
of a silver film consisting of several atom layers on
tungsten. The size of silver atoms differs slightly from
the size of tungsten atoms. Thus, it is not possible to
grow a perfect film on the substrate. Elastic tension
causes film rupture and growth of „table mountains“,
usually on a hexagonal base. This originates from the
dense packing of silver atoms within single atom layers.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (280nm×280nm)
of silver on a tungsten surface, which had been covered
with a tiny amount of carbon atoms before silver was
deposited. Under these conditions several atom layers
thick, rod-shaped islands are observed. Silver atoms and
little clusters are discernible in between, which are
mobile at room temperature.

False colour map of a scanning tunneling microscopy
image (21,0nm×15,3nm) of silver clusters on a specially
treated tungsten surface. M ost clusters are of the exactly
same size and exhibit a hexagonal shape. They are
exactly one atom layer in height and consist of seven
silver atoms (six atoms arranged around a seventh
central atom). Green dots are single silver atoms. The
color difference indicates that their electronic structure is
different from the electronic structure of the seven atom
clusters, which already behave like a metal.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (220nm×220nm)
of silver on tungsten. The tungsten surface was pretreated in such a way that silver arranges itself in small
clusters along lines. However, at the chosen temperature
the silver atoms are mobile enough to partially form
compact islands. The islands preferentially nucleate at
steps in the tungsten substrate.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (870nm×870nm)
of silver on tungsten. The straight lines running from the
bottom right to the top left represent steps in the
otherwise atomically flat surface. Steps are exactly one
atom layer high. The brighter areas consist (with a few
exceptions) of single silver atom layers deposited on the
substrate. The silver islands preferentially grow at steps
on the substrate.

Scanning Tunneling M icroscopy image (360nm×360nm)
of an oxygen atom covered tungsten surface. Areas with
different arrangements of oxygen atoms form. Two
small, relatively highly ordered areas (with almost
vertical stripes) are seen in the upper and the right part of
the image. They are surrounded by a somewhat diffuse,
horizontally striped phase with a lower degree of order
exhibiting a long-range period. The formation of such
superstructures with long-range periods is of special
interest to nanotechnology, but as yet only partially
understood.

Scanning tunneling microscopy image (350nm×350nm)
of a silver film on tungsten. The straight lines running
from the bottom left to the top right represent steps in the
otherwise atomically flat surface. Steps are exactly one
atom layer high. The tungsten surface is covered by a
single layer of silver atoms. However, the silver film is
not pin-hole free, as the silver atoms are not of exactly
the same size as the tungsten atoms. Therefore the silver
film experiences an elastic tension, which prevents the
formation of completely defect-free layers. The branched
(“fractal”) islands on the image consist of two silver
layers. The islands form when the silver covered
tungsten surface is exposed to reactive gases like
oxygen. The latter displaces silver from the substrate so
that locally a double layer forms. Such investigations
show that artificial nanostructures are frequently
unstable towards the attack of reactive substances. Hence
they need to be stabilized by suitable protective layers.
Scanning tunneling microscopy image (280nm×280nm)
of silver on tungsten. The straight lines running from the
bottom right to the top left represent steps in the
otherwise atomically flat surface. Steps are exactly one
atom layer high. The branched („fractal“) structures,
remotely reminiscent of Chinese characters, originate
from the vapor-deposition of silver atoms on the surface.
The atoms migrate in a random walk over the surface
until they hit an existing silver island. The shape of the
islands can be controlled within wide margins by the
substrate temperature and the rate of silver deposition.

Scanning tunneling microscopy image (280nm×280nm)
of the same film as in the preceding image, but after
exposure to oxygen. The reaction of the tungsten surface
with oxygen changes the shape of the silver islands
considerably and gives rise to a pronounced fine
structure.
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